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The Mahdi, Iraq and Babylon

"Muslim claims at Hyde Park and in southern Iraq that American and British soldiers are fomenting violence, which will bring the messianic Mahdi into the open from his occult other-worldliness, by deliberately sabotaging Iraqi society, are actually worth thinking about when the basis on which they are concluded is properly understood," said Don Stewart former economist and London-based researcher investigating ancient world history from a Biblical perspective incorporating a new framework for Egyptian Chronology.

Mr Stewart, who worked for the United States Government’s Department of Agriculture and New Zealand’s Science Ministry (MoRST), said, "There is now widespread doubt that weapons of mass destruction were the reason for intervention in Iraq (Babylon).   Most people want the oil flows to continue at prices worthwhile for both consumer and producer, so it is not surprising Mahdistic theories are surfacing, filling the void, and even being reported in elite western journals and newspapers."

"However", continued Mr Stewart basing his comments on interviews with New Zealand and American officials, "chemicals and software-driven machines to turn them into either farm fertilizers or gas bombs, delivered by the American Departments of Agriculture, Commerce and State, indeed were the main reason for invading Iraq.  They had to be re-captured in a similar fashion to the need to get to IBM's Hollerith machines out of the Nazi death camps before the public found out about them.  America's guilt and complicity in the murder of 6 million Jews by facilitating IBM to supply the machines to Germany, aided by the refusal of many nations to shelter the unfortunate Jews who were subsequently exposed to the nightmare, parallels the Iraq fiasco, and the gassing of Iranians, Kurds and Arabs, albeit by another Arab, Saddam Hussein the Tiglath (Takriti) Saddam-Sar of modern times."

Mr Stewart added, "Unlike the Mahdiannic Shias in the former Babylon (southern Iraq), I do not believe Mr. Bush nor Mr. Blair had any real say in what went on and that the real levers of power inveigled these inexperienced politicians to sign on the dotted line.   Mr. Bush and Mr. Blair complied in hiding details of the exploits of previous administrations in delivering these chemical weapons to Iraq because in Mr. Bush's case it involved protecting his father who may also have had little option but to agree to policies set before him.  This may explain why the election of George Bush Junior was engineered in the first place.  But the 'the hanging chards (chads) of the computer punch-cards' in the Florida election, echoing the hanging of Ten Nazis at Nuremberg for their role in orchestrating the Holocaust, resulted in the installation of a weak President and the invasion of Babylon.  Thus while Bush warmongers in Babylon, and the former vice president, 'El Gore' who lost the Florida ballot is 'warmongoreing' and 'scaremongoreing' on the climate change gravy train', it is little wonder Shias and other Muslims see a raison d'etre for the current situation in Mahdiannic terms".

Mr. Stewart concluded, "Sadly, in keeping with the fact that most of the Koran steals ideas from the Bible and Talmud, and even from 6th century AD Greek medicine, Muslim prophecies have to come from Jewish sources as well.  That is why they believe in the imminent return of the Mahdi and the Messiah, paralleling the 'Messiah Son of Joseph' and the 'Messiah Son of David' of the Orthodox Jews.  Even more sadly, and improbably, they believe the Jewish Messiah is coming to destroy the Jews being re-gathered in 'Palestine'. On the other hand, genuine Christians believe the world system is preparing to encircle the Jews in 'Israel' as the antichrist prepares his campaign.  That is probably why the world's armies in NATO and other organizations are gathering in places like Afghanistan and Iraq as dummy runs for an assembly on the plain at the northern entrance of the Megiddo Pass and below the Har Carmel in Israel."

Don Stewart can be contacted at ttdonaldstewart@hotmail.com or by mobile phone in London 07786 828 258




